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Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover Black

KINGTOM is a major manufacturer and supplier of rubber

products in China.Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover is

often used in automobile industry. The common material

of automobile dust cover is silicon rubber. CV joint rubber

cover products are used to protect the rubber parts of

automotive drive shafts. It is conceivable that the rubber

dust cover is very important for the car.

KINGTOM is a major manufacturer and supplier of rubber products in China. Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover is often used in

automobile industry. The common material of automobile dust cover is silicon rubber. CV joint rubber cover products are used to

protect the rubber parts of automotive drive shafts. It is conceivable that the rubber dust cover is very important for the car.

Product Parameter of the Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover Black:

①Product name: Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover Black

②Material: EPDM NBR Silicon or Can Custom

③Logo: Can Custom

④Size: Can Custom

⑤Can Custom: Black or custom

⑥Application: Automotive

⑦Certifications: IATF16949 ,ISO14001:2015,ROHS,CMC, etc

⑧Delivery: 30 -50days after sample confirmation

⑨Sample: 25-30 days

⑩Payment: 30% deposit, 70% payment before shipment

⑪Package: PE bags, Cartons,Pallet

⑫Payment Terms: T/T,L/C and so on.

⑬Shipment Way: Vessel,Air,Express etc.
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Product Feature AND Application of the Automotive Anti Dust Rubber Cover Black:

Rubber dust cover black can quickly adapt to harsh environment, in low or high temperature can still maintain the original

compression elasticity. It will not cause the quality change of surface dirt, and can keep the car running smoothly in bad

environment. Therefore, our rubber products are widely used in cars. The devices are attached to the car's suspension and steering

joints to absorb road bumps, control the movement of the joints and reduce noise and vibration. They wear down and crack due to

friction, aging, heat, exposure to road salt and lubricants, and stress from frequent exercise and heavy loading.

For example, when the bushing puts more pressure on the joint and connecting parts. Worn bushing can cause metal-to-metal

contact. Worn control arm bushings can allow the front end of the vehicle to slip out of alignment, leading to premature tire wear. On

the other hand, the repair shop may recommend replacing the part, not just the bushings, because if the bushings wear out, it could be

a sign that the part itself is old and may not last much longer.

Dust cover has a variety of uses:

Larger size dust cover can be used as a car cover. Dust covers for cars and vehicles will protect your car from the natural damage

caused by rain, bird droppings, moisture and direct ultraviolet light.

Dust cover can be used for open steel frame.

There is a rubber dust cover on the pressure tank for nipple filling.

There are custom rubber dust covers for a variety of applications, suitable for all types of strict environments and special protection and

sealing applications.


